RENOVATE
Project Goals

Improve the Public Realm

Enhance Connectivity and Wayfinding

Engage Community and Foster Participation

Reinvigorate Chinatown and Spur Economic Development
The Gateways: Franklin Arch
The Gateways: Chatham Square
Manhattan Bridge Landing
The Gateways: Chrystie Street at Hester and Grand Streets
Worth Street at Foley Square
The Gateways: Canal Street Triangle
2016
KIOSK RENOVATION
2016
KIOSK RENOVATION

Canal Street Kiosk
KIOSK
Improvements and staffing
Information center for project

RFP
Multi-disciplinary design and
construction team

2016
KIOSK RENOVATION

Canal Street Kiosk
2017
MULTI-SITE ACTIVATIONS
2017
MULTI-SITE ACTIVATIONS

Temporary projects to highlight other district entrances

Physical
Programmatic
Digital

Inform Canal Street Triangle and future improvements
2018
CANAL STREET TRIANGLE
2018
CANAL STREET TRIANGLE
2018 CANAL STREET TRIANGLE

Capital Reconstruction of Triangle
Information node
Iconic treatment
Neighborhood resource
Public realm improvement
What does the idea of a symbolic entrance mean not just to a tourist, but to adjacent business owners or lifelong residents?

What messages should gateways share, and who decides?

Can they offer other kinds of exchanges and opportunities, and give both locals and visitors new ways to experience the district?
NOVA / SOFTLAB in FLATIRON PLAZA HOLIDAY COMPETITION

Location Manhattan, New York
Canal Street Triangle Gateway Design & Construction

Multi-Site Activations

Kiosk Refurbishing

June 2016
January 2017
January 2018
December 2018

Next Steps
Thank You

Patrick Smith
psmith@dot.nyc.gov

Jennifer Leung
jleung@dot.nyc.gov